Tilted cellulose arrangement as a novel mechanism for hygroscopic coiling in the stork’s bill awn
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The sessile nature of plants demands the development of seed-dispersal mechanisms to establish new growing loci. Dispersal strategies of many species involve drying of the dispersal unit, which induces directed contraction and movement based on changing environmental humidity. The majority of researched hygroscopic dispersal mechanisms are based on a bilayered structure. Here, we investigate the motility of the stork’s bill (Erodium) seeds that relies on the tightening and loosening of a helical awn to propel itself across the surface into a safe germination place. We show that this movement is based on a specialized single layer consisting of a mechanically uniform tissue. A cell wall structure with cellulose microfibrils arranged in an unusually tilted helix causes each cell to spiral. These cells generate a macroscopic coil by spiralling collectively. A simple model made from a thread embedded in an isotropic foam matrix shows that this cellulose arrangement is indeed sufficient to induce the spiralling of the cells.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Seeds enable the spread of plants to new locations and their survival through harsh periods [1]. Dispersion requires various mechanisms, often-involving animals, wind or water, combined with soil movements [2]. In many cases, the seed-dispersal unit develops a dehiscence tissue, which is a specialized tissue that enables the seed to separate from the mother plant [3]. After disconnecting, the tissue attached to the seed desiccates and dies. However, it can still direct the seed to a safe germination place through specific morphologies that interact with the environment. These structures may be wing-like appendages attached to maple and pine seeds, parachutes attached to dandelion and milkweed seeds, low-density tissue facilitating water dispersal of coconuts, spikes and adhesives to attach to animals in burdock and alfalfa and so on (examples in [2–4]). Some seeds, such as the wheat awn [5], pinecones [6] and wild carrot [7], are dispersed by the action of elaborate multi-celled organs that generate movement via changes in the hydration of the cell walls. Even seedless plants use hygroscopic apparatuses to disperse spores. These include the annulus of leptosporangiate ferns [8] and the elaters of Equisetum [9] and some liverworts [10]. As metabolically inactive tissues, the hygroscopic dispersal apparatuses are well suited to inspire biomimetic objects [11].

Dead plant tissues consist mainly of cell walls that can be regarded as a composite material built primarily of crystalline cellulose microfibrils, embedded in a soft matrix of polysaccharides, aromatic compounds and structural proteins. The tough construction performs as a load-bearing element in the plant tissue and is capable of withstanding cell turgor pressure [12]. The cell wall controls the complex shape of plants [13] and their mechanical behaviour [14]. The juxtaposition of plant cells with different mechanical properties may induce stress or movement (or both), when one region of the tissue contracts (or expands), whereas the adjacent cells do not. This results in accumulation of tension in the tissue. The tension may relax to create deformation (movement) of the tissue [15]. In drying tissues, the direction of the contraction reflects the cellulose microfibril orientation: When the cell wall dries, the matrix...
between the microfibrils shrinks while the crystalline microfibrils do not, as they do not incorporate water. Therefore, the cell wall contracts in a direction essentially perpendicular to the microfibril orientation. The contraction increases with the angle between the microfibrils and the long axis of the cell, the microfibril angle (MFA) [16].

Hygroscopic plant tissues may consist of two basic layers that differ in the organization of their cellulose fibrils, and therefore in their contraction properties [17–20]. Bending actuators are formed when cells with a low MFA resist the contraction of drying cells with high MFAs. Two other types of deformation may appear in hygroscopic dispersal mechanisms: a twist around the long axis of the unit, and a coil, in which the long axis of the unit is twisted and bent to create a helical spring. Mechanical models and theoretical analysis show that a band, consisting of two layers that contract in opposite directions, forms a bend, coil or twist simply by rotating the directions of the contractions in relation to the long axis of the band [21]. Contrary to this, we found that the coiling in stork’s bill (Erodium gruinum) dispersal units requires only a single layer with a uniform microfibril arrangement.

The stork’s bill fruit consists of five seeds equipped with long tapering appendages (awns) attached to a central column (figure 1). The awns display hygroscopic coiling movement during fruit drying. Thus, tension accumulates as the awns are prevented from coiling by their attachment to the central column. The tension increases until the dehiscence tissue snaps, and the seed-dispersal units are flung from the parent plant [22]. This movement is based on a bilayer structure, consisting of the contraction of the awn against the central column. Once on the ground, the coiled awns (figure 1c) respond to the diurnal humidity cycle and propel the seeds across the ground and into the soil [23,24]. Herein, we reveal the structural hygroscopic mechanism in these awns. Unlike the common bilayered structures, the stork’s bill awn itself exhibits a coiling movement that originates from a mechanically uniform cell layer made up of intrinsically coiling cells.

2. CELLULOSE ORGANIZATION IN THE STORK’S BILL AWN

We examined the coiling region of the awns by electron and light microscopy. Cross sections reveal a layered structure, when each homogeneous layer is characterized by a typical cell wall morphology (figure 2). Similar to other hygroscopically active tissues, we distinguish between a thick layer that faces into the coil (‘the inner layer’) and a narrow layer that faces outwards from the coil (‘the outer layer’; figure 2a,d). On the fruit, the inner layer is distal to the central column. The two layers are connected by cells with thin cell walls. Scanning electron micrographs obtained from a fractured awn revealed cellulose microfibrils, which appear to wind around the cell, at an angle close to 90° in the inner layer (figure 2c). The outer layer (figure 2b) displays smoother break morphology consistent with microfibrils running perpendicular to the fracture [26]. Polarized light microscopy showed similar tendencies (figure 2d,e).

To our surprise, when we split the awn lengthwise to separate between the inner and the outer layers, we found that the inner layer coils even more tightly than the complete awn (the complete awn had five to six coils, whereas the isolated inner layer had seven to eight; figure 3a,b). The separated outer layer slightly curves and coils towards the inner layer, in the same coiling direction as the complete awn. In addition, thin longitudinal strips of the inner layer were also found to coil (figure 3c,d and electronic supplementary material, video S1), as do mechanically separated single cells (figure 3e). This single homogeneous coiling layer rules out the ubiquitous bilayer model, and leads us to conclude that the coiling of the stork’s bill awn stems from an intrinsic property of the cells in the inner layer. Single cells (about 1 mm long and 15 μm wide) cooperate to produce a macroscopic coil. As the awn dries, its main longitudinal axis is bending and twisting at the same time (electronic supplementary material, video S2). This distortion is manifested as coiling of the entire bundle of cells.

The cellulose microfibril orientation in the isolated inner layer was measured by X-ray scattering. Using an in-house set up [27], small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) patterns were obtained by irradiating samples of about 200 μm thick (approx. 20 cell layers). The samples were positioned with the awn’s longitudinal axis in vertical direction, perpendicular to the X-ray beam. Unusual patterns were obtained that consisted of a single streak with a clockwise tilt in relation to
the meridian, starting at about 20° tilt at the bottom of the coiling region to about 10° at its top (figure 4a). In addition, when the sample was rotated by 180° around its long axis, a mirror image of the original scattering pattern was obtained. Typically, common elongated cells in which the cellulose fibrils are wound in a helix around the cell (figure 5a) show fan-shaped SAXS patterns, symmetrical around the equator and the meridian [28]. The fact that the inner layer showed only a single narrow streak indicates that the cellulose microfibrils are wound around the cell in a helix with a very small pitch. More importantly, the tilt of the streak indicates a tilted orientation of the microfibrils in relation to the awn’s long axis. Thus, two possible structural configurations may be inferred—a tilted arrangement of the cells themselves with respect to the awn axis (with a cellulose MFA of 90°), or a tilted helix arrangement of the cellulose microfibrils within the cell wall (figure 5b). Nevertheless, longitudinal sections show that the stork’s bill awn cells are in fact aligned parallel to the awn axis (figure 4b), which excludes the first option. In support of the second option, cryo-scanning electron images of single cells show cellulose fibrils winding around each cell to create a very tightly wound tilted helix (figure 4c). The clear single streak in the SAXS patterns implies that the cellulose tiling direction is uniform in all cells, with similar slopes on the proximal and distal sides of the cells, and a slope change at the lateral sides (figure 5c). This arrangement facilitates the cooperative way by which the cells induce the macroscopic coiling of the awn.

3. COILING MECHANISM

Single cells from the inner layer coil when they dry, as the cell wall matrix contracts against the cellulose microfibril scaffold. Our hypothesis is that the stress applied to the tilted cellulose helices induces coiling of the whole cell. To test this, we created a model of a cell made of a polyurethane sponge in the shape of a long rectangular cylinder. The cylinder is wound tightly by a thin non-extendable thread that was sewn into the sponge at the corners as a normal or a tilted helix (figure 6a,b). The tightening of the thread compresses the isotropic matrix of the sponge in directions that are set by the helix scaffold. The helical scaffold experiences expansion forces that induce a deformation of the whole structure, similar (but opposite) to the contraction forces, which are experienced by the cellulose scaffold in the awn cells. The extent of the deformation depends on the geometry of the helix and the level of expansion (compression). A scaffold of a normal (non-tilted) helix induces twisting of the cylinder around its own axis, in a twist direction opposite to that of the helical thread (figure 6c,f). Indeed, microscopic twisting response to
Figure 3. Cooperative cell spiralling creates the macroscopic coil. (a) The coiling section of the complete awn showing five to six coils. (b) The separated inner layer of the awn, showing seven to eight coils. The inner layer, split into (c) once and (d) twice still coils to about the same extent as the complete inner layer (the distortions of some of the sections result from the unevenness of the cuts). (e) Scanning electron micrograph of the inner layer of the awn showing a group of coiling cells behind a single coiled cell connected to the tissue at one end (delineated). (f) A close up of the cell region is indicated by an arrow in (e). Scale bars, (a–d) 5 mm, (e) 100 μm and (f) 20 μm.

Figure 4. The cellulose microfibrils organization in the cell walls of the coiling cells. (a) Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) pattern of a vertical sample from the inner layer of the stork’s bill awn, measured at the top and bottom parts of the coiling region. The tighter coil in the bottom part shows a larger SAXS tilt. (b) Longitudinal section of the inner layer showing the cells’ alignment with the length of the awn. As the length of single cells is about 1 mm, it is impossible to see complete cells in this view. (c) Cryo-scanning electron image showing the change in microfibril angle in a single cell, marked by a broken line. Arrows indicate remains of the middle lamella. Scale bars, (b) 100 μm, and (c) 5 μm.
cellulose helical scaffold was observed in stressed wood cells [29]. On the other hand, when the sewn helix was tilted, the tightened structure bent in addition to twisting to form a coil (figure 6a–d). This confirms that a tilted helix scaffold that confines an expandable matrix will result in the coiling of the construct.

To infer the direction of the cellulose helix in the awns, we noted that the awns and the single cells in the inner layer coil anticlockwise as the cell wall matrix dry and contract (figures 1 and 2; and electronic supplementary material, videos S1 and S2). The model of an expanding matrix (the sponge), constricted by a stiff helical scaffold (the thread), twists and coils in response to an expansion force exerted by the sponge matrix on the stiff scaffold. We infer from this that the contraction force exerted by the drying matrix in the awn’s cell walls induces a similar effect as it shrinks, with a twist induced in the opposite direction. Therefore, the cellulose microfibrils in the cells create a tight anticlockwise helix in agreement with previous observations in wood cells [29,30]. The radius of the coil helix varied inversely with the tilt angle of the thread helix (figure 6c,d). This is in agreement with the SAXS patterns obtained from along the coiling region of the awn, showing tight coiling (small coil radius and pitch) at the base of the awn, together with a high cellulose tilt angle of about $20^\circ$ and looser coiling (larger coil radius and pitch) at the top of the coiling region, with a tilt angle of about $10^\circ$ (figure 4c). Our results show that the handedness and pitch of the coil are controlled by varying the characteristics of the helix scaffold.

4. DISCUSSION

The seed-dispersal mechanism of stork’s bill uses humidity changes in order to both catapult the seed from the plant and propel it across the ground into a safe germination site [31,32]. On the fruit, the drying awns contract, while the central column resists the dimensional change. The persistent contraction results in catapulting the awned seed. At the ejection moment, the coil is loose, because the awn is a pre-stressed viscoelastic material that will relax to a tight coil over minutes. Looking at the awn proper, the cross section from the coiling region reveals a layered structure. In an attempt to characterize the role of each layer, we discovered that the separated homogeneous inner layer coils on its own, ruling out that the coiling is just owing to a macroscopic bilayer effect based on two layers with different expansion. It was found that coiling may occur in twisting objects if their width exceeds a certain value [33]. However, thin strips and even single cells obtained from the inner layer continued to coil, establishing that this hygroscopic coiling originates from specialized cells. The coiling of the cells is governed by the arrangement of the cellulose microfibrils in tightly sheared helices, as illustrated by the sponge models (figure 6). Similarly, twisting of macroscopic paper sheets has been attributed to the nanometric cellulose fibrils’ helical conformation [34].

Apparently, the outer layer plays a role in increasing the rigidity of the awn, and not so much in the coiling itself. The orientation of the cellulose microfibrils is almost parallel to the cell axis. This renders the unripe fruit more rigid and erect. High rigidity of the awn is also necessary later, to propel the seed and bury it in relatively rough and hard ground, as was the case when collected in the aeolianite (‘kurkar’) hills in Nez Ziona, Israel. In addition, the linear arrangement of the cellulose fibrils may affect the water vapour movement in the hygroscopic tissue [35]. Stiffness and water vapour kinetics are important parameters for the awn to actuate the seed by the diurnal humidity.

---

Figure 5. Schematic showing the arrangement of cellulose microfibril in a normal helix (a) common in elongated plant cell, compared with a tilted helical arrangement of the cellulose microfibrils in the coiling cells of the stork’s bill awn (b). In the common plant cell, the cell axis (in red) coincides with the cellulose helix, so that the microfibril angle (MFA) between the cellulose and the cell axis does not change with the circumference of the cell. On the other hand, in the spiralling cells of the stork’s bill, the helix axis (in yellow) is at an angle to the cell axis (in red), resulting in the changing of the MFA around the cell. (c) A scheme illustrating the identical cell polarity in the inner layer of the awn at the coiling region. The direction of the tilting of the cellulose helix is the same in the cells, with the largest microfibril angle facing towards the wide side of the awn.

---
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cycles. Together with the slightly coiling tail of the awn and the unidirectional hairs decorating the coiling part (figure 1c), the seed-dispersal unit is able to direct the seed to a safe germination site.

In conclusion, the cells in the awn react to water loss by coiling, rather than by twisting that usually appears in normal plant cells [30,36]. Looking for other examples of coiling cells, unexplained cooperative cell coiling was observed in the Arabidopsis mutant tortifolia2 that shows anticlockwise helical growth in trichomes, roots and petioles, in correlation to anticlockwise coiling of approximately 10 per cent of the mutant single cells in suspension. This phenotype was linked to an oblique arrangement of the cortical microtubules, which are known to align the cellulose microfibrils [37]. The new coiling principle that we describe may explain this phenomenon as well as hygroscopic movement in other helicoidal cells that have not yet been identified.

5. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Wild mature E. gruinum dispersal units were collected in the hills of Nes-Tzion, Israel, on 1 May 2009 and kept at ambient conditions. Erodium gruinum was germinated according to the procedure described before [31], and dispersal units were continuously collected from the mature plants.

5.1. Preparation of cross sections

Mature E. gruinum awns were embedded in polyethylene glycol (PEG) 2000 MW as described elsewhere [38]. Cross sections (10 μm thick) from the coiling region were cut on a rotary microtome (LEICA RM2255, Germany), and then placed in water to remove the PEG. The washed cross sections were placed on a glass slide with a drop of water, and sealed with a coverslip to prevent evaporation of water during the measurement.
5.2. Scanning electron microscopy

Two sets of samples from the coiling region of mature awns were measured. In the first one, samples were broken by hand, whereas in the second one, cells were separated using fine tweezers and syringe needles. Both sets were prepared by critical point drying, mounted on aluminium stubs and sputter-coated with gold–palladium. Samples were examined in the environmental scanning electron microscope, XL 30 ESEM FEG (FEI): first set at 5 kV using high vacuum mode, 9.5 mm working distance and second set at 8 kV, using high vacuum mode and 19 mm working distance.

5.3. Cryo-scanning electron microscopy

Wet samples of the coiling region of the E. gruinum awn, in which cells were separated using fine tweezers and syringe needles, were mounted on metal holders. The samples were plunged in liquid nitrogen, transferred to a BAF 60 (Bal-Tec, Liechtenstein, Germany) freeze fracture device kept at −120°C, and rotary coated with 6 nm platinum/carbon coating at variable angle (15–90°). The coated samples were transferred to an Ultra 55 SEM (Zeiss, Germany) equipped with a cryo-stage (Bal-Tec) using a VCT 100 (Bal-Tec) vacuum-cryo transfer device. Working distance was 9 mm, and the accelerating voltage was 2.5 kV.

5.4. Small-angle X-ray scattering

Scattering experiments were performed using CuKα radiation (λ = 0.154 nm) from a Rigaku RA-MicroMax 007 HF X-ray generator operated at a power rating of up to 1.2 kW. The beam size at the sample position was 0.7 × 0.7 mm, as defined by a set of two scatterless slits [39]. The scattered beam went through a flight path filled with He, and reached a Mar345 image plate detector.

The inner and outer faces of the coiling region of the E. gruinum awn were separated using a razor blade. Sections from the wet inner face were inserted into 1.5 mm quartz capillaries, to which 10 µl distilled water were added to maintain their wet state. The capillaries were flame-sealed and mounted vertically in a perpendicular orientation to the X-ray beam. Experiments were carried out at room temperature. Each sample was checked before and after the experiment to verify that no fluid was lost during the time of exposure (approx. 1 h). The sample distance to the detector was 1841.3 mm, calibrated using silver behenate. Background correction was verified by measuring the scattering of a capillary filled with distilled water and correcting for sample absorption. Integration of the scattering density was performed using FIT2D software. Scattered intensity was plotted as a function of q = (4π/λ)·sin θ, where λ is the X-ray wavelength and θ is half the angle between the incident and scattered wavevectors.

5.5. Sponge models

Long rectangular cylinders of polyurethane foam, of about 1.5 × 1.5 cm cross section, were woven with a cotton thread to create a normal and sheared helix. The thread was tightened in order to simulate an expanding matrix encased in a sheared helical scaffold.
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